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Abstract:
Integrated optics coaxial two, three and four telescope
beam combiners have been fabricated by hybrid sol-gel technology for
astronomical applications. Temporal and spectral analyses of the output
interferometric signal have been performed, and their results are in mutual
good agreement. The results of the characterization method employed
are cross-checked using contrast measurements obtained independently,
demonstrating that the chromatic differential dispersion is the main contributer to contrast reduction. The mean visibility of the fabricated devices
is always higher than 95 %, obtained using a source with spectral bandwidth
of 50 nm. These results show the capability of hybrid sol-gel technology for
fast prototyping of complex chip designs used in astronomical applications.
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1.

Introduction

Long baseline astronomical interferometry is a key technique to collect high angular resolution
information of celestial objects. The complex visibility of the interferometric fringes is proportional to the Fourier transform of the object intensity distribution according to the Van-Cittert
Zernike theorem [1]. Guided optics technologies proved to offer appealing capabilities in the
context of astronomical instrumentation, and a few examples can be cited. Fiber Bragg gratings
have been used to suppress OH-emission lines of the night sky spectrum [2], and large mode
area photonic crystal fibers have been proposed for broadband light transportation, operating
in the single-mode regime almost independently of the wavelength [3]. As astronomical signal
beams are usually highly multimode, it has been proposed to adiabatically couple a multimode
waveguide to a 3D array of single-mode waveguides for correct signal processing [4]. The
stationary-wave integrated Fourier transform spectrometry (SWIFTS) concept will eventually
lead to all-in-the-chip spectrometry, which would be ideal especially for space spectroscopic
applications [5, 6]. So far, however, the main application of integrated optics (IO) in astronomical interferometry instrumentation has been for telescope beam combination.
The use of IO devices for beam combination was proposed in 1999 [7], and was followed
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by several laboratory demonstrations [8, 9, 10]. The first astronomical validation of an integrated optics beam combiner was performed on the IOTA interferometer, where the H-band
light (1.43-1.77 μ m) of two telescopes was coherently combined [11]. The second on-the-sky
example was a two beam combiner working in the astronomical K-band (2.0-2.4 μ m), which
was validated in the Very Large Telescope Interferometer (VLTI) [12]. Benisty et al. [13] characterized a new four beam combiner (to be used in VSI and in GRAVITY, both VLTI second
generation instruments). The device is based on pairwise combination: for each pair of beams,
four signal outputs in quadrature are produced (ABCD like), so the amplitude and the phase
of the fringes are both retrieved using appropriate processing. For combination of six or more
telescope beams, LeBouquin et al. [14] demonstrated that the most efficient design, in terms
of signal-to-noise ratio, is a spatial all-in-one beam combiner (a configuration similar to a
Young’s interferometer). For combination of six telescope beams, VSI plans to use a multiaxial combiner [15]. The Swift-Gabor principle was suggested for combination of eight and
more telescope beams [6].
In this rapidly evolving field of research, a fast prototyping technique would help to test new
ideas and optimize designs. Such technique will be able to provide laboratory prototypes at low
cost and with fast turnaround. Thus, after the design goals have been met, the results obtained
employing this technology can be easily transferred to the production of a final field usable device fabricated using an adequate high performance technology (such as silica-on-silicon, in the
case of integrated beam combiners or spectrometers). This is the case of the hybrid sol-gel technology, which has been associated with the UV laser direct-write technique or the conventional
mask lithography to demonstrate integrated beam combiners. This paper presents the demonstration of this fast prototyping approach through the results obtained on the interferometric
characterization of coaxial two, three and four beam combiners which were microfabricated
using the hybrid sol-gel technology. In particular, for the first time, a coaxial integrated optics
beam combiner, combining four telescopes, was fabricated and characterized. This beam combiner is the integrated optics analog of the bulk optics pupil-plane beam combiner used to obtain
the first images from the four telescope optical interferometer COAST [16]. Similar bulk beam
combiners are under study for the Magdalena Ridge Optical Interferometer [17]. The study of
fringe visibility for the fabricated beam combiners is detailed and it is shown that the results of
the spectral and temporal analyses are in mutual agreement.
2.

Design, fabrication and interferometric testing

The hybrid sol-gel technology employed defines the fundamental parameters of waveguide
fabrication, which are subsequently adopted in the computational design of the IO combiner
chips. The devices produced were tested using an interferometric technique based on a MachZehnder setup.
2.1.

Hybrid sol-gel technology

The hybrid sol-gel technology used to produce IO devices is based on a low temperature process, which results in thick photo-patternable optical layers from a single deposition step,
and avoids relatively complex and costly processing steps, such as ion etching [18]. The
organic-inorganic material is synthesized from the precursor methacryloxypropyltrimethoxysilane (MAPTMS) by hydrolysis and polycondensation. Addition of zirconium (IV) propoxide
mixed with methacrylic acid allows refractive index tuning of the MAPTMS-ZrO2 material, as
required to create the waveguide index profile. The solution is deposited on a glass substrate
by spin-coating, and the films are pre-baked to evaporate the solvent. Channel waveguides and
integrated optic devices have been fabricated in our group using MAPTMS-ZrO2 and UV laser
patterning by standard mask lithography or direct-write technique, without recourse to a photo-
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Fig. 1. Schematic layouts of 2T, 3T and 4T combiners.

initiator, and employing a standard photolitographic technique [19]. Refractive indices of core
and cladding at the wavelength of 1.3 μ m are, respectively, ncore = 1.5096 and nclad = 1.4998.
Single mode channel waveguides were fabricated with a square core cross section (typically
4 × 4 μ m2 ) and step index profile. The propagation loss measured in the single mode channel
waveguides is typically 0.4 dB/cm at 1.3 μ m, which is fully acceptable from the point-of-view
of rapid prototyping.
2.2.

Design

IO telescope beam combiners can be designed and operated in several ways [14]. The set of
optical beams can be combined using pairwise, partial or all-in-one schemes (baseline coding).
The light modulation of single mode beam combiners can be temporal, spatial or matricial
(fringe coding). Hence, these different approaches result in 9 possible combination types. The
advantages and drawbacks of each type of combination depend on the number of telescope
beams to be combined. Here, only the temporal all-in-one combination is addressed employing
a coaxial scheme (similar to a Michelson interferometer). Figure 1 shows the schematic layout
of the coaxial two, three and four telescope beam combiners (hereafter denoted as 2T combiner,
3T combiner and 4T combiner) discussed below. The interference fringes resulting from the
combination of all pairs of beams are simultaneously present in the single interferometric output
channel. In each scheme, Ti is a telescope beam input, I is the interferometric output channel,
and Pi designates a photometric output that provides information on Ti input power (to be used
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Fig. 2. Interferometric setup used for characterization of the beam combiners.

for correction of power unbalance, as discussed below). The design of a coaxial all-in-one beam
combiner for an even number N of input beams follows almost directly from the design of the
simple 2T combiner as follows from inspection of the examples of Fig. 1. However, in the
case of an odd number N, the design is more complex, as it is of fundamental importance to
ensure that all the interfering light paths have the same optical length in order to achieve correct
broadband operation.
In an all-in-one combiner, all the inputs are combined coherently in the same output channel.
For more than two beams, this will result in a complex interferogram pattern. Hence, in order
to be able to separate the information regarding the interference of each pair of beams, the
total interference pattern is processed in the Fourier domain. The input beams must be time
modulated, using a set of modulation frequency values that leads to a non-redundant set of
modulation frequencies in the interference of beam pairs [20] in order to avoid mixing of the
information corresponding to the interference of each individual beam pair.
The design of the beam combiners was developed for operation in the astronomical J-band
(1.1-1.4μ m), using BPM-CAD commercial software packages (Optiwave and Rsoft). Specific
aspects of design optimization dealt with Y-splitter/combiner and X-crossing sections, and overall optical path equalization in order to obtain high contrast broadband interferences.
2.3.

Characterization setup

Figure 2 shows the experimental setup which was used for interferometric validation of the
beam combiners. A He-Ne laser was used for preliminary alignments. A superluminescent
diode (SLD), with emission centered at 1265 nm and with a spectral FWHM of 50 nm, was
used as a broadband source for a full characterization of the combiners. The light source was
coupled into a single mode fiber (SMF) which acts as spatial filter, then collimated and passed
through a polarizer, and finally split into two beams, which were then injected into polarization
maintaining (PM) fibers. In one arm of the Mach-Zehnder testing interferometer, a translation
stage was used to balance the optical paths and to perform path scanning. Light was injected
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into the IO beam combiner under test employing PM fibers inserted into a V-grooved holder.
The outputs of the chip were coupled to standard single mode fibers, which fed single-pixel
detectors. In the experiments described below, due to a setup design limitation, only two inputs
of the combiner device could be fed at a time and hence, each pair of inputs was tested individually. In order to measure the visibility of the interferogram of the combination of each input
pair, the raw interferogram was corrected from photometric unbalance of the inputs, using the
signals from the photometric outputs of the chip. The resulting interferogram signal is referred
as the normalized interferogram (In ), whose values are in the range [-1,1], and whose visibility
is then estimated by
V

=

max(In ) − min(In )
2

(1)

A detailed description of the steps involved in data reduction can be found in [21].
3.

Chromatic differential dispersion analysis

The visibility (V ) of the normalized interferogram obtained from the IO device can be degraded
by several mechanisms, among them chromatic differential dispersion inside the chip. In order
to measure the chromatic differential dispersion, a spectral analysis of the interferometric output was performed, following an approach previously used to characterize an hectometric fiber
interferometry system in the J-band [22]. The analysis described in this section, and its application to the results presented in the next section, specifically allowed the separation of the
effects resulting from the test setup from those of the IO chip. Light from the interferometric
output of the chip was coupled to an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA), and an example of the
resulting channeled spectrum is shown in Fig. 3. The spectrum of the interferometric mixing
of two inputs, as implemented via the setup of Fig. 2 (including air, fiber and IO chip paths), is
given by [22]

(2)
B(ν ) = B1 (ν ) + B2 (ν ) + 2 B1 (ν )B2 (ν )C(ν ) cos[φ (ν )]
where φ (ν ) is the spectral phase shift, B1 (ν ) and B2 (ν ) are the spectral power densities at
each arm of the interferometer, and C(ν ) is the contrast. The spectral phase shift, which is the
frequency dependent phase difference between the two interfering beams, can be written as

φ (ν ) = φ0 (ν ) + φ f (ν ) + φc (ν )

(3)

where φ0 , φ f and φc are, respectively, the spectral phase shifts in air, in the fibers and inside the
chip. Throughout the next discussion, air is considered to be a non-dispersive medium. Hence
the contribution of air paths to the spectral phase shift is

φ0 (ν ) = kΔL =

2π ΔL
2πν
ΔL =
(ν0 + (ν − ν0 ))
c
c

(4)

where ΔL is the optical path difference in air and ν0 is the mean frequency. For propagation
in the two fibers and inside the chip, different propagation constants are attributed to each
fiber (β f 1 , β f 2 ) and to each path inside the chip (βc1 , βc2 ). The contributions of fibers and chip
waveguides to the spectral phase shift, after Taylor expansions of the propagation constants
around the mean frequency (ν0 ), are

n  i
∂ βf1
∂ iβ f 2
(ν − ν0 )i
(5)
φ f (ν ) = β f 1 (ν ) L f 1 − β f 2 (ν ) L f 2 = ∑
L
−
L
f1
f2
i
i
∂ν
∂ν
i!
i=0
n

φc (ν ) = βc1 (ν ) Lc1 − βc2 (ν ) Lc2 = ∑

i=0
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Fig. 3. Channeled spectrum B(ν ) and spectral power densities B1 (ν ) and B2 (ν ). The two
vertical lines show the selected window used for calculation of the chromatic differential
dispersion.

Hence, the spectral phase shift can be written, in general form, as a polynomial function of
frequency:
φ (ν ) = a0 + a1 (ν − ν0 ) + a2 (ν − ν0 )2 + a3 (ν − ν0 )3 + ...
(7)
Looking at the description of φ0 from Eq. (4), it is clear that it only contributes to coefficients a0
and a1 . So when there is no global differential dispersion in the setup, the first order polynomial
completely describes the spectral phase. When there is chromatic differential dispersion, higher
orders appear in φ (ν ) formula: a2 and a3 are coefficients of second- and third-order differential
dispersion, which arise from the characteristics of the input fibers and/or of the light paths
inside the chip.
The chromatic differential dispersion can be evaluated by substituting the measurements of
B(ν ), B1 (ν ) and B2 (ν ) (see Fig. 3) in Eq. (2) to calculate cos[φ (ν )] from the experimental data.
Using φ (ν ) from Eq. (7) into cos[φ (ν )], the parameters a2 and a3 can be extracted by fitting.
In order to cross-check the obtained values of a2 and a3 , they can be substituted in Eq.(8) to
compute a simulated visibility function of the interferogram, given by


 B(ν ) e jφ (ν ,x) d ν 



Vsimul (x) = 
(8)



B(ν ) d ν
where x is the optical path difference.
4.

Results and discussion

For characterization of the beam combiners, both temporal and spectral analyses have been
performed. The results are listed in Table 1, where the V values are visibilities obtained from
the analysis of the fringe patterns resulting from temporal scanning (see Fig. 4). As mentioned
before, only two inputs could be simultaneously launched into the chip. Hence, for the 3T
combiner and 4T combiner devices, the visibilities were measured for all possible input pairs.
In Table I, the first column indicates the beam combiner and the second column the analysed
combination pair. In the top part of Fig.4, an interferogram from a 2T combiner (with V = 98.7)
is shown. In the middle and bottom parts of the same figure, interferograms with respectively the
best and the worst visibility values from the 4T combiner (combination pairs, 24 with V = 97.5,
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Table 1. Visibilities of all combination pairs of the 2T, 3T and 4T combiners. V is the experimental visibility of the normalized interferogram. The values of a2 and a3 were measured
using spectral analysis. Vsimul is the visibility of the interferogram which was calculated
using the experimental a2 and a3 values. The uncertainties quoted in columns 4 and 5
are valid for a confidence level of 0.7 (±σ ). Uncertainties of the V and Vsimul values are
respectively smaller than 0.3 and 0.2 percent.

Beam
combiner
2T
3T
3T
3T
4T
4T
4T
4T
4T
4T

Combination
pair
12
12
23
13
12
23
34
13
24
14

V
(%)
98.7
98.1
95.8
95.1
93.4
96.3
96.8
96.9
97.5
92.1

a2
(mrad THz−2 )
2.16 ± 0.35
0.69 ± 0.07
2.64 ± 0.10
4.72 ± 0.06
13.44 ± 0.47
11.64 ± 0.37
10.49 ± 0.27
12.76 ± 0.22
3.57 ± 0.28
15.31 ± 0.36

a3
(mrad THz−3 )
0.34 ± 0.10
1.11 ± 0.04
1.87 ± 0.04
0.02 ± 0.03
2.49 ± 0.13
1.20 ± 0.11
0.36 ± 0.18
1.40 ± 0.07
1.15 ± 0.05
1.07 ± 0.11

Vsimul
(%)
99.7
98.7
96.8
99.4
93.2
95.7
97.1
95.0
98.2
94.1

and 14 with V = 92.1) are shown. Interferograms obtained from the 3T combiner can be found
in [21].
The comparison of the V values from 4T and 3T combiners with the value from the 2T combiner shows some degradation. In general terms, there are several mechanisms which can cause
the observed visibility decay: spatial mode mismatch, polarization mismatch, or chromatic differential dispersion between the two interfering fields. As only single mode waveguides are
used in this work, spatial superposition of the interfering lights is achieved perfectly, so this
factor can be dropped. The results of the spectral analyses help to discriminate whether polarization or dispersion problems are responsible for the visibility decay. In Table 1, a2 and a3
are coefficients of second- and third-order differential dispersion, which were measured using
spectral analysis of the channeled spectra. Each value of these coefficients is the average of 5 to
10 measurements. Vsimul is the maximum visibility of the interferogram, which was calculated
using Eq. (8) and the measured a2 and a3 values. Comparing V with Vsimul values of 3T and
4T combiners, very good agreement between them can be verified (small differences can be
attributed to polarization mismatch in the fiber connectors). This good agreement shows that
dispersion is mainly responsible for the visibility decay.
After showing that the chromatic differential dispersion is the cause of visibility degradation
in the 3T and 4T combiners, the next step is to identify its origin: the input fibers or the light
paths inside chip. In order to distinguish the contributions of the fibers from those of the chip, a
reference 2T combiner was used for characterization of the setup. With this combiner inserted in
the setup, visibility measurements were carried out with different combinations of fiber inputs
(because of the fixed separation of the inputs of the 2T combiner, only interferometer light paths
leading to the V-groove which were next to each other, i.e. 12, 23 and 34 could be used by the
2T combiner). The results of this characterization showed that the setup always gives a visibility
higher than 98.4, and a2 and a3 values always lower than 2.33 (mrad THz−2 ) and 0.34 (mrad
THz−3 ). If 3T or 4T combiner devices, combine exactly the same interferometer light paths,
which were characterized using the reference 2T combiner, it can be discriminated whether
their associated visibility decay, as compared to the value from the reference 2T combiner,
has its origin inside the chip or from the external measurement setup. For example, in the 4T
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Fig. 4. Normalized interferograms as measured for different combiners. Top: Interferogram
of the 2T combiner with V = 98.7. Middle and bottom: Interferograms of the 4T combiner
with best and worst visibilities, for combination pairs 24 with V = 97.5, and 14 with V =
92.1.

combiner, combination pairs of 12, 23 and 34 are the same interferometric paths as those which
were characterized by the reference 2T combiner, and they display smaller V values, and higher
a2 and a3 values, than the values obtained with the reference 2T combiner; hence, by comparing
them, it can be concluded that the visibility decay is originating inside the chip.
The next step would be to find which features inside the chip create the chromatic differential
dispersion which causes the visibility degradation of 3T and 4T combiners. Equation (5) reveals
that the dispersion inside the chip can arise from geometrical path differences inside the chip
or/and from propagation constant differences inside the chip. The geometrical paths inside the
chip were designed to be equal, although cleavage errors can introduce some deviations that
should be small in any case. So, we can claim that the main reason for differential dispersion
inside the chip is the difference in waveguide modal propagation constants, which is caused by
the residual inhomogeneity of the film layer used to fabricate the channel waveguides.
The conclusions extracted are specific to the demonstrator devices fabricated by the hybrid
sol-gel fast prototyping technique. This fabrication technology results in step-index rectangular/square section waveguides, as does the silica-on-silicon technology which offers lower
propagation loss and is typically used to fabricate high performance passive integrated components for field applications. Therefore, similar design layouts are shared between the two
technologies, and the characterization approach described here are also applicable to the field
usable devices, with obviously different results.
5.

Conclusion

The hybrid sol-gel technology has been used for fabrication of prototypes of coaxial two, three
and four telescopes beam combiners for astronomical applications. In particular, for the first
time, a coaxial integrated optics beam combiner, combining four telescopes, was fabricated
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and characterized. An interferometric setup was used which allowed both temporal and spectral
analyses of the beam combiners. The characterization method results were cross checked with
the contrast measurements, demonstrating that chromatic differential dispersion is the main
contributer to the observed contrast reduction. However, high contrast fringes were measured
using temporal analysis, thus confirming that the procedures used lead to performant IO beam
combiners. The results demonstrate the capabilities of the hybrid sol-gel technology for fast
prototyping of complex chip designs for astronomical applications.
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